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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

1 Nan the Bear Cub Nan, run, climb, dig, lick, fish, nap, hop

1 I Can Do It run, jump, swim, climb, sing, slide

2 What Can Pam See? Pam, sub, jet, pig, bus, pot, sun, pup

2 Oliver Can Paint red, paint, blue, pink, purple, yellow, green, orange, picture

3 Who Is in My Van? mom, van, dad, dog, cat, hen, rat, vroom

3 Dad Is at Work dad, work, firefighter, doctor, dentist, carpenter, teacher

4 What Is Red? box, bag, rat, bed, rug, bat, rash

4 Rosie Likes Pink collar, pink, bow, hat, bowl, coat, tongue

Below is a list of key vocabulary words that appear in the In Tandem texts. Knowledge Building  
and Story Words are listed next to each title. Any words listed in bold print are included in 
the glossary for that text. Some of the words are defined within the text; these may be left as 
opportunities for students to use vocabulary strategies to define during reading.

Consider introducing three to five of these or other words prior to reading using the  
following procedure: 

1. Provide a student-friendly definition.
2. Connect the word to something students already know.
3. Define how the word is used in the text.
4.  Have students turn to a partner and use the word in a sentence and/or give examples of  

the word.

When determining which words to introduce, consider students’ background knowledge, experiences, 
and oral vocabulary. 

Graphic organizers are provided to support students’ vocabulary development throughout the 
lessons. These may be used during centers or independent work time. You can download them from 
pioneervalleybooks.com/intandem-resources. 

KINDERGARTEN
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence
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2 In Tandem: Kindergarten
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

5 The Fox fox, pot, lid, map, net, hat, van, hen

5 Parts of a Plant seed, roots, stem, leaf, petal, pollen, plant

6 A Tiny Dog Daisy, tiny, tag, dish, toy, bed, dress, tongue, dog

6 Super Sam’s Family mom, dad, sister, brother, cat, dog, Super Sam

7 We Can Go! astronaut, apple, ant, alligator, arrow, airplane

7 At the Aquarium fish, sharks, turtles, penguins, stingrays, aquarium

8 Wag in the Zoo Wag, hen, zoo, bat, fish, cat, fox, wolf, woof

8 Dogs Having Fun dog, car, house, water, boat, truck, boot

9 Be Quiet, Wag! quiet, Nat, Pat, Matt, rat, bat, cat, yap, Wag

9 Marvin Has Fun Marvin, fun, tent, sandbox, water, tree house, box, truck,  
mud, bathtub

10 Kitten, Go Home home, kitten, kid, pig, goat, hen, dog, rat

10 Going Places beach, park, library, farm, aquarium, water park, zoo, home

11 I Like the Store hat, Jim, van, log, wig, lamb, jar, love, jet

11 Super Sam shirt, pants, socks, shoes, cape, goggles, hat, Super Sam

12 Who Can Sit? Rick, pig, fish, yak, bug, fox, dog, yip

12 Look Who’s Reading reading, mom, dad, sister, brother, grandma, myself

13 Tim and the Pig too, fish, lick

13 Marvin’s Friends turtle, rabbit, otter, bird, monkey, Princess Pig
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3 In Tandem: Kindergarten
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

14 The Sock hog, fox

14 Birthday Time balloons, piñata, presents, cupcakes, happy birthday

15 Who Can Hop? frog, yes

15 Where Is My Dog? tent, basket, tunnel

16 Fun in the Mud cub, pup, Bud

16 What’s the  
Weather Today? sunny, rainy, cloudy, windy, icy, snowy, foggy

17 The Bug hut, jug, mug

17 Bella’s Busy Day running, jumping, walking, swimming, sitting, napping

18 Where Is the Hen? hen, pen, well

18 The Little Red Hen please, help, horse 

19 A Little Hen jet, map, pen

19 Where Are We? Daisy, couch, too, chair, float

20 Sid the Big Pup sip, lick, yuck

20 How Do We  
Get There? boat, car, plane, motorcycle, jeep, train

21 The Hat fox, rat, pop

21 A Sweater for Oliver red, yarn, purple, green, pink, yellow, white, blue, sweater

22 Where Is Ben? pot, socks

22 Look Up clouds, stars, sun, moon, comet, planet, rainbow
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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

23 The Race fit, yip

23 Marvin Dresses Up lion, rabbit, bird, elephant, crocodile

24 At the Top cub, oh no, plop

24 Splashing Dad splashing, splash

25 Wag Is a Yappy Dog door, yap, shhh, taking, ball, was, play

25 The Rain Forest vines, bird, ferns, frog, monkey

26 Tip and Fin Nick, fish, swim, dish

26 The Van Father Giraffe, Mother Giraffe, Monkey, Little Dinosaur,  
Baby Stegosaurus, Georgie Giraffe

27 Big and Little Cats lick, hiss, grrr

27 Bella’s Birthday happy birthday, Rosie, present, bone, thank you, cake, dear

28 Rox the Fox hungry, frog, eat, look out, hopped

28 What’s for Dinner? Jaxson, yum, Boss, dog food

29 Bud and Mutt Mutt, rope, tug

29 Bella and Rosie at  
the Beach waves, sand, seashells, crabs, birds, oh no

30 Dot the Pug ride, hopped, hide, oh, hugged, walk

30 My Dog playing, eating, running, couch, sleeping, walking, kiss

31 Jen’s Pet Hen pen, hungry, corn, peck, eating, oh no

31 Let’s Fly! Jack, Daisy, bumblebee, too, fly, fairy, Super Dog
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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

32 Hens pen, sitting, eggs, oh no, chicks, peep

32 Look Out for  
Space Monster Spaceboy, school, oh no, look out, Spacedog, safe

33 Rusty Wins Anthony, ball, Rusty, pit, yuck, gob, quit, tree

33 Emily’s Babysitter goodbye, play, ball, swim, pool, make a picture, read, book

34 I Am a Bat bird, fly, wings, eat, dark, baby, gap, tree

34 In the Pond mother duck, ducklings, swimming, tadpole, baby, frog, beaver, 
mother swan, babies

35 Tig the Pig Nell, food, eat, sick, called, took, vet

35 Bella’s Dinner hungry, bowl, food, table, yum

36 Jen’s Hen and the Fox pen, hungry, hole, oh no

36 The Firefighter helmet, fire truck, fire, climb, ladder, hose

37 Shoo, Cat, Shoo! home, shoo, away, door, shack

37 Cat Naps with Oliver sleepy, meow, Boomer, bedroom, go away, please, purr 

38 Jen’s Hen and  
the Chick chick, chair, chirp, cheep, bird, flew, tree

38 Where Is  
Mother Duck? mother, Quack, field, woods, pond, barn, eggs

39 Thump in the Night Thor, thump, ghost, oh no, think, thief, go away, called, locked

39 Bella and Rosie Play 
Hide and Seek asleep, wake up, turn, under, chair

40 Chip Likes to Chew chew, shirt, chair, chewed, Nana, shoe, sheep

40 Firefighters to 
the Rescue Daisy, Jack, outside, fire, coat
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41 The Moth in  
the Woods Daisy, Jack, woods, yelled, Dee, need

41 Kittens baby, newborn, eyes, open, mother, nursing, yarn,  
fighting, hugging 

42 The Choo Choo Train Theo, ride, choo choo train, chug, chimp, cheetah, thank

42 Catching Fireflies Marvin, field, shouted, Princess Pig, too, sunny 

43 Such a Big Fish eat, hooks, water

43 Going Fishing hungry, Baby Seal, Little Penguin, Mrs. Polar Bear, Grandpa 
Walrus, sea, oh no, thank you

44 Fun in the Rain Drew, baby, sleeping, outside, inside, drag, umbrella, boots

44 Play With Me little, puppy, friend, Bella, too, Rosie, cried, OK

45 Don’t Cry brother, tower, brown, broke, cried, cry, together

45 Horseback Riding horses, learn, helmet, boots, saddle, teacher, walk, take care, 
feeding, grooming 

46 The Pond flew, hungry, something, eat, fly, flap, lily pad, goodbye

46 Fun at the Beach Bella, Rosie, birds, chase, flying, water, waves, wheee

47 The Sloth sleep, slime, leaves, hungry, food, slow mover, slimy, safe

47 A Picnic Lunch sandwiches, Little Dinosaur, Monkey, jungle, peanut butter, 
banana, bird, flew, cheep, bread, oh no, gone

48 Quack and the Fox Mother, speedy, hide, spider, inside

48 The Lost Money Monkey, store, headstand, money, Georgie, detective


